A Dark and Hollow Star
by Ashley Shuttleworth (they/them) Y SHUTTLEWORTH
A queer cast of characters-a half-fae teenager, a temperamental
ex-Fury, a fae prince, and his brooding guardian-must track
down a serial killer whose disturbing murders are threatening to
expose the hidden faerie courts to the human world.

Cemetery Boys
by Aiden Thomas (he/they) - Y THOMAS
Determined to prove himself a real brujo to the traditional Latinx
family that does not accept his true gender, a trans boy summons
the ghost of the resident bad boy, who refuses to return quietly to
death.

The Witch Boy
by Molly Ostertag (she/her) - JG OSTERTAG
In thirteen-year-old Aster's family, all the girls are raised to be
witches, while boys grow up to be shapeshifters. Anyone who
dares cross those lines is exiled. Unfortunately for Aster, he still
hasn't shifted . . . and he's still fascinated by witchery, no matter
how forbidden it might be. When a mysterious danger threatens
the other boys, Aster knows he can help -- as a witch.

Mooncakes
by Suzanne Walker (she/her) & Wendy Xu (she/her)
YG WALKER
When teen witch Nova Huang discovers that her childhood crush,
Tam Lang, is a werewolf, they team together to face dark forces
who are eager to claim the magic of wolves.
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Girl, Serpent, Thorn

Spellhacker

by Melissa Bashardoust (she/her) - Y BASHARDOUST

by M. K. England (they/them) - Y ENGLAND

Soraya, a princess cursed to be poisonous to the touch, has lived
eighteen years in the shadows but as her twin brother's wedding
approaches, she faces choices with unimaginable consequences.

Unable to discontinue their illegal magical supply ring when a
greedy corporation renders their worlds magic an outrageously
priced commodity, Diz and her friends unravel a conspiracy
involving the earthquake that killed thousands.

Cinderella is Dead

When We Were Magic

by Kalynn Bayron (she/her) - Y BAYRON

by Sarah Gailey (they/them) - Y GAILEY

It’s 200 years after Cinderella found her prince, but the fairy tale is
over. Teen girls are now required to appear at the Annual Ball,
where the men of the kingdom select wives based on a girl’s
display of finery. If a suitable match is not found, the girls not
chosen are never heard from again. Sixteen-year-old Sophia would
much rather marry Erin, her childhood best friend.

Four teen witches whose secret abilities have forged their
friendship find their close bond tested by complicated love,
jealousy and a magical accident that ends a boy’s life.

So This is Ever After
In Other Lands

by F. T. Lukens (they/them) - Y LUKENS

by Sarah Rees Brennan (she/her) - Y BRENNAN

Assuming the role of King of Ere, Arek discovers there is a magical
catch: choose a spouse by your 18th birthday, or wither away into
nothing . With the help of his mage, Arek desperately searches
for the perfect candidate.

Sometimes it’s not the kid you expect who falls through to magic
land, sometimes it’s . . . Elliot. He’s grumpy, nerdy, and appalled by
both the dearth of technology and the levels of fitness involved in
swinging swords around. Despite his aversion to war, work, and
most people (human or otherwise) he finds that two unlikely ideas,
friendship and world peace, may actually be possible.

Girls of Paper and Fire
by Natasha Ngan (she/her) - Y NGAN

The Brilliant Death
by Amy Rose Capetta (all pronouns) - Y CAPETTA
A young shapeshifter has to learn to control her powers, while
simultaneously using them to disguise herself as a boy and
confront the people who murdered her father

When Lei, seventeen, is stolen from her home to become one of
nine Paper Girls, the Demon King's concubines, she proves to be
more fire than paper.

I'm a Gay Wizard
by V. S. Santoni (he/him) - Y SANTONI

The Witch King
by H. E. Edgmon (he/they) - Y EDGMON
Wyatt, a transgender witch hiding in the human world, must face
the royal fiancé he left behind and decide what is more
important—his people or his freedom.

When best friends Johnny and Alison start dabbling in magic, they
draw the attention of the Marduk Institute, an organization that
fosters the talents of young wizards, and must quickly adapt to a
world full of monsters, spells, and cute boys like Hunter and Blake.

